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The Routledge Companion to Literature of the
U.S. South Routledge
An absorbing study of the contested embodiment
of the idea of presence in the plays and novels of
the eighteenth century.
The Solution to an Injustice in Trials
Boydell & Brewer
Lover in disguise? When Officer Dylan
Blackburn learned Jennifer Reid was back
in town, he wondered if she remembered
the innocent kiss they'd shared as children.
But this sensual, aloof stranger who stole
his heart was nothing like the girl he
remembered.This Jennifer was hiding
something—something dangerous. Surely
she could trust him, a friend, with the truth?
The problem was, Jennifer didn't seem to
remember him at all… Falling in love with
Dylan Blackburn was not the smartest

thing Jennifer could have done. But with a
hired killer on her trail, she'd had little
choice. She'd been an innocent witness to
a horrible crime and there was no one to
turn to. Only Dylan. And she'd made him
think she was someone else!
Language Misconceived Springer
Immigration, Emigration and Migration
consists of essays written by distinguished
scholars across the fields of law, political
science, and philosophy that examine questions
of travel and migration across national borders.
Questions of immigration and border
enforcement practices are particularly salient in
contemporary public discourse, and
examinations of policy and practice bring forth
new philosophical quandaries. Why the
common assumption that each country has the
right to control its own borders? How are laws
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that restrict or regulate migration created and
justified? Why has the criminalization of
migration increased? How can migration be
better considered through the point of view of
the migrants themselves? What are the
differences in international and national
institutional migratory policy? The volume
explores questions of border control and
enforcement, criminalization of borders, and
how to address current debates and changes in
regards to migration and immigration. The
intersection of analysis and prescription
provides both an assessment of current forms of
thought or regulation and suggestion of
alterations to address the flaws or failures of
present approaches. The eight essays in this
volume reflect a variety of considerations and
explorations across interdisciplinary lines, and
provide a new and thought-provoking

discussion of policy, practice, and philosophy of
migratory and border practices.
Stranger In His Arms UNC Press Books
A fresh exploration of American feminist history
told through the lens of the beauty pageant world.
Many predicted that pageants would disappear by
the 21st century. Yet they are thriving. America’s
most enduring contest, Miss America, celebrates its
100th anniversary in 2020. Why do they persist? In
Here She Is, Hilary Levey Friedman reveals the
surprising ways pageants have been an empowering
feminist tradition. She traces the role of pageants in
many of the feminist movement’s signature
achievements, including bringing women into the
public sphere, helping them become leaders in
business and politics, providing increased
educational opportunities, and giving them a voice
in the age of #MeToo. Using her unique
perspective as a NOW state president, daughter to
Miss America 1970, sometimes pageant judge, and
scholar, Friedman explores how pageants became
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so deeply embedded in American life from their
origins as a P.T. Barnum spectacle at the birth of the
suffrage movement, through Miss Universe’s
bathing beauties to the talent- and achievement-
based competitions of today. She looks at how
pageantry has morphed into culture everywhere
from The Bachelor and RuPaul’s Drag Race to
cheer and specialized contests like those for
children, Indigenous women, and contestants with
disabilities. Friedman also acknowledges the
damaging and unrealistic expectations pageants
place on women in society and discusses the
controversies, including Miss America’s ableist and
racist history, Trump’s ownership of the Miss
Universe Organization, and the death of child
pageant-winner JonBenét Ramsey. Presenting a
more complex narrative than what’s been
previously portrayed, Here She Is shows that as
American women continue to evolve, so too will
beauty pageants.
Century Edition of The American

Digest A&C Black
Charla Muller’s first book, 365
Nights, was called “entertaining”
(Albuquerque Journal), “surprising
[and] remarkable” (The Independent
[London]). It also launched her
into the public eye—and brought
her to a moment of painful
realization . . . For an average
working mom like Charla, going on
a book tour was both intimidating
and exciting. It also turned out
to be horrifying: When she saw
herself on a screen in glorious,
unforgiving HD, it magnified all
her flaws, prompted comments from
unadoring fans, and forced her to
reevluate her (lack of) exercise
regimen. But Charla was jolted
into action and used that cringe-
inducing close-up as a wakeup
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call. After shedding a few tears
over how she’d let herself go (and
over the five-year-old discount
sweater she wore on Oprah), she set
out on a strange, hilarious, and
poignant journey that tapped into
and tested her values, her beliefs
about beauty, her self-image, and,
of course, her relationship with
her mother. In this lively, funny,
moving account, a Southern woman
shares stories she swore she’d
never tell—and ultimately offers
some unexpected and universal
insight about how pretty takes
practice.
A Treatise on the Law of Judgments
Univ of South Carolina Press
Are peanuts capable of murder?
Carolina Slade will bust this
shell game. Big money, big

politics, crime, greed, and big
farming--Slade, an agriculture
department investigator in the
steamy state of South Carolina,
once again finds herself planted in
a dangerous mystery. Her
assignment? Find out if there's a
sinister connection between the
drug-dealing arrest of wealthy
peanut farmer Lamar Wheeler and the
gruesome death of Lamar's teenage
son in a car wreck. Especially
since the dead teen is Governor
Dick Wheeler's nephew. Of course,
the governor's people practically
sky-write STAY AWAY FROM THE FIRST
FAMILY over the Palmetto state's
capitol dome in Columbia, which
doesn't make Slade's job easier.
Couldn't she simply back off from
what appears to be a tragic and
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ugly--but private--family matter?
Not with hot-tempered DEA agent
Pamela Largo on the case. Ex-wife
to Senior Special Agent Wayne
Largo, Slade's romantic interest,
Pamela's hell-bent on using Lamar
Wheeler's situation to re-open a
cold case involving an Atlanta drug
lord and Wayne's long lost sister,
Kay. Soon Slade's shoveling
shooflies uphill against Pamela's
obsessions, the drug lord's
vendettas, the Governor's secrets,
and the bizarre realization that
those secrets involve peanuts.

Federal Register Sinclair Banks
South Carolina Fire-Eater is
the first book-length biography
of Laurence Massillon Keitt,
one of South Carolina’s most

notorious advocates of secession
and apologists for African
American slavery. A politician
who wanted to be a statesman, a
Hotspur who wanted to be a
distinguished military leader,
Keitt was a U. S. congressman in
the 1850s, signed the Ordinance
of Secession, and represented
his rebellious state in the
Confederate Congress in 1861.
Through this thoroughly
researched volume, Holt Merchant
offers a comprehensive history
of an important South Carolina
figure. As a congressman, Keitt
was responsible for no
legislation of any significance,
but he was in the midst of every
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southern crusade to assert its
“rights”: to make Kansas a slave
state, to annex Cuba, and to
enact a territorial slave code.
In a generation of politicians
famous for fiery rhetoric, Keitt
was among the most provocative
southerners. His speeches in
Congress and on the stump
vituperated “Black Republicans”
and were filled with references
to medieval knight errantry,
“lance couched, helmet on, visor
down,” and threats to “split the
Federal temple from turret to
foundation stone.” His
conception of personal honor and
his hot temper frequently landed
him in trouble in and out of

public view. He acted as “fender
off” in May 1855 when his fellow
representative Preston Brooks
caned Charles Sumner on the
Senate floor. In 1858 he
instigated a brawl on the floor
of the House of Representatives
that involved some three dozen
congressmen. Amid the chaos of
his personal brand of politics,
Keitt found time to woo and wed
a beautiful, intelligent, and
politically astute plantation
belle who after his death
restored the family fortune and
worked to embellish her late
husband’s place in history.
After Abraham Lincoln was
elected president, Keitt and the
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rest of the South Carolina
delegation resigned their seats
in Congress. He then negotiated
unsuccessfully the surrender of
Fort Sumter with lame-duck
president James Buchanan, played
a major role in the December
1860 Secession Convention that
led his state out of the Union,
and a lesser role in the
convention that formed the
Confederacy. Bored with his
position as a member of the
Confederate Congress, Keitt
resigned his seat and raised the
20th South Carolina Infantry.
Keitt spent most of the war
defending Charleston Harbor,
sometime commanding Battery

Wagner, the site of the July 18,
1863, assault by the 54th
Massachusetts Regiment of
African American troops, made
famous by the movie Glory. Keitt
took command the day after that
battle and was the last man out
of the battery when his troops
abandoned it in September 1863.
In May 1864, his regiment joined
the Army of Northern Virginia
and Keitt took command of
Kershaw’s Brigade. Inexperienced
in leading troops on the
battlefield he launched a head-
long attack on entrenched
Federal cavalry in the June 1,
1864, Battle of Cold Harbor.
Keitt was mortally wounded
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advancing in the vanguard of his
brigade. With that last act of
bravado, Keitt distinguished
himself. He was among the few
fire-eater politicians to serve
in the military and was likely
the only one to perish in combat
defending the Confederacy.
Fictions of Presence Routledge
A comedian who has gained
popularity on YouTube offers
her irreverent take on life, in
an illustrated book geared
toward anyone faced with the
daunting challenge of growing
up. Original.
Pageants, Parlors, & Pretty Women
Penguin
In this fresh and fascinating
chronicle of Christianity in the

contemporary South, historian and
minister James Hudnut-Beumler draws
on extensive interviews and his own
personal journeys throughout the
region over the past decade to
present a comprehensive portrait of
the South's long-dominant religion.
Hudnut-Beumler traveled to both
rural and urban communities,
listening to the faithful talk
about their lives and beliefs. What
he heard pushes hard against
prevailing notions of southern
Christianity as an evangelical
Protestant monolith so predominant
as to be unremarkable. True,
outside of a few spots, no non-
Christian group forms more than six-
tenths of one percent of a state's
population in what Hudnut-Beumler
calls the Now South. Drilling
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deeper, however, he discovers an
unexpected, blossoming diversity in
theology, practice, and outlook
among southern Christians. He
finds, alongside traditional
Baptists, black and white, growing
numbers of Christians exemplifying
changes that no one could have
predicted even just forty years
ago, from congregations of LGBT-
supportive evangelicals and Spanish-
language church services to a
Christian homeschooling movement so
robust in some places that it may
rival public education in terms of
acceptance. He also finds sharp
struggles and political divisions
among those trying to reconcile
such Christian values as morality
and forgiveness—the aftermath of
the mass shooting at Charleston's

Emanuel A.M.E. Church in 2015
forming just one example. This book
makes clear that understanding the
twenty-first-century South means
recognizing many kinds of southern
Christianities.
Hearings, Reports and Prints of
the Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry Simon and
Schuster
Let this guide show you why the
Outer Banks is one of the most
unique and interesting places in
the U.S. to visit. The Outer Banks
preserves history and traditions
lost to more urban areas of the
eastern U.S. Whether it’s wild
Banker ponies, historic Kitty
Hawk, or hidden beaches that
visitors would otherwise never
find, author Renee Wright leads
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you to her Wright Choices.”
A Companion to U.S. Foreign
Relations Aspen Publishing
Theatre in Pieces: politics,
poetics and interdisciplinary
collaboration is an innovative
compilation of seven highly
acclaimed productions by key
practitioners of non-playwright-
driven theatre. Each playtext is
reproduced in full and accompanied
by extensive notes from members of
the original producing theatre. A
substantial introduction by Anna
Furse provides an overview of the
works and contextualises their
reading by revealing how a script
can emerge from or provoke a
collaborative devising process.
The works featured include: Hotel
Methuselah, Imitating the Dog/Pete

Brooks; Don Juan.Who?/Don
Juan.Kdo?, Athletes of the Heart; A
Girl Skipping, Graeme Miller; Trans-
Acts, Julia Bardsley; US, 1966
(with an introduction by Peter
Brook); Miss America, Split
Britches and 48 Minutes for
Palestine, Mojisola Adebayo and
Ashtar Theatre. The notion of
writing for interdisciplinary
collaboration is at the core of the
selected plays which makes this a
very unique collection and the
extensive Introduction and notes
make this an invaluable resource
for any student of theatre and
performance.

Pretty Takes Practice
University of Georgia Press
This book is designed for law
school seminars and courses,
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including first-year electives,
as well as advanced
undergraduate courses in legal
studies or other departments.
Families Under Construction:
Parentage, Adoption, and
Assisted Reproduction, Second
Edition, provides an in-depth
exploration of the fascinating
and controversial issues
emerging out of biotechnology
and society’s changing
understanding of family
identity. The authors combine
solid treatment of the law and
carefully crafted additional
content to provoke inquiry and
fuel class discussion, using a
multidisciplinary presentation

of legal authorities, policy
perspectives, critical analysis,
and cultural contexts. Coverage
includes the impact of marriage
equality, increasing departures
from traditional family
arrangements, and modern
approaches to adoption, as well
as infertility treatments,
collaborative reproductive
arrangements, and reproductive
tourism. New to the Second
Edition: A new Part I on
parentage, parental
responsibilities, and parental
authority, tracing the evolution
from traditional doctrine to
contemporary approaches and
emphasizing the policy of
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keeping dependency private The
addition of principal cases on
wrongful adoption, challenges to
sealed adoption records, and
intercountry adoption
Restructured chapters on
assisted reproduction reflecting
consequential changes in the
legal landscape Professors and
students will benefit from:
Thorough coverage of significant
cases, statutes, and
regulations, including law
reform efforts and recognition
of law’s silence on some topics
Opportunities for comparative
analysis of law and policy, from
“then” to “now” and among
various states and nations, with

examination of jurisdiction,
choice of law, and enforcement
An approach that questions core
concepts, such as parentage, by
highlighting the role of the
state in the construction of
family and the influence of
assumptions about gender, race,
sexualities, marriage, class,
and dependency Inclusive
materials, such as narratives as
well as summaries of popular
books and films, which explore
the interaction of law and life
Consideration of professional
responsibility, including the
often challenging role of
lawyers in adoptions and
reproductive collaborations A
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mix of classic and leading-edge
cases Notes and Questions that
provide background and
illuminate salient themes
Thought-provoking Problems that
prompt consideration of new
issues Inserts presenting
“Depictions in Popular Culture”
of the situations at the center
of the cases

Roster of South Carolina
Patriots in the American
Revolution Here She Is
While women are generally
perceived to be less
competitive than men, women
compete in many ways and in a
variety of situations. Women
try to make themselves look

more attractive to draw the
attention of a desirable mate.
They will use gossip as a form
of informational warfare to
influence reputations. They
compete as mothers to gain
access to resources that
directly influence the health
of their children. They use
selfies posted on social media
to manipulate others'
perceptions. Women compete all
of their lives: in the womb,
through adolescence and
adulthood, and into their
elder years. The topic of
women's competition has gained
significant momentum over the
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years. Edited by Maryanne L.
Fisher, The Oxford Handbook of
Women and Competition provides
readers with direct evidence
of this growth and is one of
the first scholarly volumes to
focus specifically on this
topic. Fisher and her team of
contributors offer a
definitive worldview of the
current state of knowledge
regarding competition among
women today. Many of the
chapters are grounded within
an evolutionary framework,
allowing for authors to
investigate the adaptive
nature of women's competitive

behaviors, motivations, and
cognition. Other chapters rely
on alternative frameworks,
with contributors also
asserting that socio-cultural
forces are the culprit shaping
women's competitive drives.
Additionally, several
contributors focus their
attention on issues faced by
adolescent girls, and explore
the developmental trajectories
for young women through
adulthood. Designed to serve
as a source of inspiration for
future research and direction,
The Oxford Handbook of Women
and Competition is a stand-out
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scholarly text focusing on the
many competitive forces
driving women today.
South Carolina Fire-Eater
Bell Bridge Books
A 32,000 word novella which
started off the Heroes of
Henderson series by USA Today
Bestselling Author Liz Kelly.
(This story was previously
published as part of
Countdown To A Kiss, A New
Year's Eve Anthology.) Duncan
James may be a well respected
attorney, but he's still a
fraternity guy at heart. So
when his buddies bet he can't
give the local female speed

demon a ticket, he adopts a
cop's persona and goes in for
the kill. Only to find killer
lips, a killer body and a
whole lot of killer sass
challenging him at every turn.
Annabelle Devine may be a
genteel Southern belle, but
she's dealing with her own
long-standing bet. So when
smooth-talking, sexy Officer
Friendly hands her a speeding
ticket, she licks her lips and
simply insists he escort her
to her family's New Year's Eve
ball. Well, duh! Duncan is in.
In deep. And now he's
desperate to come clean and
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turn one seriously naughty
night into a lifetime of hot
Southern lovin'. All the books
in the Heroes of Henderson
Series are complete romances.
They do not need to be read in
order, but it might be more
fun that way as characters
continue to show up in
subsequent Henderson books in
big ways and small. Heroes of
Henderson books to date:
Playin' Cop Heroes of
Henderson ~ Prequel (Novella)
Good Cop Heroes of Henderson ~
Book 1 Bad Cop Heroes of
Henderson ~ Book 2 Taming
Molly Heroes of Henderson ~

Book 2.5 A DuVal Cousins
Quickie (Short Novella) Top
Dog Heroes of Henderson ~ Book
3 Tempting Vivi Heroes of
Henderson ~ Book 3.5 A DuVal
Cousins Novel Kissing Cooper
Heroes of Henderson ~ A
Christmas Quickie UnderDog
Heroes of Henderson ~ Book 4
Mr. Wrong Heroes of Henderson
~ Book 5 Mr. Wright Heroes of
Henderson ~ Book 6 Mr. Wright
Now Heroes of Henderson ~ Book
7
Theatre in Pieces: Politics,
Poetics and Interdisciplinary
Collaboration John Wiley & Sons
The second of two volumes that
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explore North Carolina women's
lives. These essays cover the
period beginning with women born
in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries but who made
their greatest contributions to
social, political, cultural,
legal, and economic life during
the late progressive era through
the late twentieth century.
Climate in Context The New
Press
Winner of the Mississippi
Institute of Arts and Letters'
Nonfiction Award The dominant
narrative of the role of white
citizens and the white church
in Mississippi's civil rights
era focuses on their intense

resistance to change. The "Born
of Conviction" statement, signed
by twenty-eight white Methodist
pastors and published in the
Mississippi Methodist Advocate
on January 2, 1963, offered an
alternative witness to the
segregationist party line.
Calling for freedom of the
pulpit and reminding readers of
the Methodist Discipline's claim
that the teachings of Jesus
permit "no discrimination
because of race, color, or
creed," the pastors sought to
speak to and for a mostly silent
yet significant minority of
Mississippians, and to lead
white Methodists to join the
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conversation on the need for
racial justice. The document
additionally expressed support
for public schools and
opposition to any attempt to
close them, and affirmed the
signers' opposition to
Communism. Though a few
individuals, both laity and
clergy, voiced public
affirmation of "Born of
Conviction," the overwhelming
reaction was negative-by
mid-1964, eighteen of the
signers had left Mississippi,
evidence of the challenges faced
by whites who offered even mild
dissent to massive resistance in
the Deep South. Dominant

narratives, however, rarely tell
the whole story. The statement
caused a significant crack in
the public unanimity of
Mississippi white resistance.
Signers and their public
supporters also received private
messages of gratitude for their
stand, and eight of the signers
would remain in the Methodist
ministry in Mississippi until
retirement. Born of Conviction
tells the story of "the Twenty-
Eight" illuminating the impact
on the larger culture of this
attempt by white clergy to
support race relations change.
The book explores the
theological and ethical
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understandings of the signers
through an account of their
experiences before, during, and
after the statement's
publication. It also offers a
detailed portrait of both public
and private expressions of the
theology and ethics of white
Mississippi Methodists in
general, as revealed by their
responses to the "Born of
Conviction" controversy.

The Oxford Handbook of Women
and Competition John Wiley &
Sons
One of Janet Maslin’s
Favorite Books of 2018, The
New York Times One of John
Warner’s Favorite Books of

2018, Chicago Tribune Named
one of the “Best Civil War
Books of 2018” by the Civil
War Monitor “A fascinating and
important new historical
study.” —Janet Maslin, The New
York Times “A stunning
contribution to the
historiography of Civil War
memory studies.” —Civil War
Times The stunning,
groundbreaking account of “the
ways in which our nation has
tried to come to grips with
its original sin” (Providence
Journal) Hailed by the New
York Times as a “fascinating
and important new historical
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study that examines . . . the
place where the ways slavery
is remembered mattered most,”
Denmark Vesey’s Garden “maps
competing memories of slavery
from abolition to the very
recent struggle to rename or
remove Confederate symbols
across the country” (The New
Republic). This timely book
reveals the deep roots of
present-day controversies and
traces them to the capital of
slavery in the United States:
Charleston, South Carolina,
where almost half of the
slaves brought to the United
States stepped onto our

shores, where the first shot
at Fort Sumter began the Civil
War, and where Dylann Roof
murdered nine people at
Emanuel A.M.E. Church, which
was co-founded by Denmark
Vesey, a black revolutionary
who plotted a massive slave
insurrection in 1822. As they
examine public rituals,
controversial monuments, and
competing musical traditions,
“Kytle and Roberts’s
combination of encyclopedic
knowledge of Charleston’s
history and empathy with its
inhabitants’ past and present
struggles make them ideal
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guides to this troubled
history” (Publishers Weekly,
starred review). A work the
Civil War Times called “a
stunning contribution, ”
Denmark Vesey’s Garden exposes
a hidden dimension of
America’s deep racial divide,
joining the small bookshelf of
major, paradigm-shifting
interpretations of slavery’s
enduring legacy in the United
States.
The Churchman Carson-Dellosa
Publishing
This 664 page law and logic
book contains the most
comprehensive and detailed

description of the composition
of argument ad hominem ever
published, revealing this form
of argument to be a far broader
fallacy than was previously
known. Like perjury, argument ad
hominem can deceive juries and
cause unjust trial verdicts.
There is, fortunately, already a
criminal law against perjury,
but, unfortunately, there is
currently no law that expressly
prohibits argument ad hominem in
trials. The book includes the
text of a proposed criminal law
that expressly prohibits
argument ad hominem in trials,
and shows the necessity of such
a law to counter effectively
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this quite common form of
injustice in jury trials. For
more description of the book's
content and to view the dust
jacket please visit
sinclairbanks.com/author.
Complete Year, Grade 5 The
Countryman Press
Society is increasingly
affected by climate impacts,
from prolonged water shortages
to damaging coastal floods and
wildfires. Scientists studying
climate variations are eager to
have their knowledge used in
adaptive decision making. To
achieve this, science and
society must engage
productively around complex

management and policy
challenges. For over 20 years,
the science-society interface
has been fertile ground for the
Regional Integrated Sciences and
Assessments (RISA) programs
sponsored by the U.S. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Climate in
Context describes what it takes
to help scientists and
stakeholders work together to
“co-produce” climate science
knowledge, policy, and action.
This state-of-the art synthesis
reflects on lessons learned by
RISA programs, and provides a
sober assessment of the
challenges ahead. Through case
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studies from various US regions,
this book provides lessons and
guidance for organizations and
individuals who want to work at
the science-society interface on
a range of climate challenges.

The Southeastern Reporter
John Wiley & Sons
Covers the entire range of
the history of U.S. foreign
relations from the colonial
period to the beginning of
the 21st century. A Companion
to U.S. Foreign Relations is
an authoritative guide to
past and present scholarship
on the history of American
diplomacy and foreign

relations from its seventeenth
century origins to the modern
day. This two-volume reference
work presents a collection of
historiographical essays by
prominent scholars. The essays
explore three centuries of
America’s global interactions
and the ways U.S. foreign
policies have been analyzed
and interpreted over time.
Scholars offer fresh
perspectives on the history of
U.S. foreign relations;
analyze the causes,
influences, and consequences
of major foreign policy
decisions; and address
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contemporary debates
surrounding the practice of
American power. The Companion
covers a wide variety of
methodologies, integrating
political, military, economic,
social and cultural history to
explore the ideas and events
that shaped U.S. diplomacy and
foreign relations and continue
to influence national
identity. The essays discuss
topics such as the links
between U.S. foreign relations
and the study of ideology,
race, gender, and religion;
Native American history,
expansion, and imperialism;

industrialization and
modernization; domestic and
international politics; and
the United States’ role in
decolonization, globalization,
and the Cold War. A
comprehensive approach to
understanding the history,
influences, and drivers of
U.S. foreign relation, this
indispensable resource:
Examines significant foreign
policy events and their
subsequent interpretations
Places key figures and
policies in their historical,
national, and international
contexts Provides background
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on recent and current debates
in U.S. foreign policy
Explores the historiography
and primary sources for each
topic Covers the development
of diverse themes and
methodologies in histories of
U.S. foreign policy Offering
scholars, teachers, and
students unmatched
chronological breadth and
analytical depth, A Companion
to U.S. Foreign Relations:
Colonial Era to the Present is
an important contribution to
scholarship on the history of
America’s interactions with
the world.
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